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Dear Colleagues, 

 

on behalf of the editors of the journal of classics and its reception Eirene. Studia Graeca et 

Latina (founded 1960), which is published by the Institute for Classical Studies of the 

Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic, I am taking the liberty of inviting you to 

contribute to the journal’s 50
th

 volume which is to be published at the end of 2014. 

 

As you may have noticed, the journal underwent a substantial change of the editorial board in 

2013. Currently, following scholars appear among the assistant editors: NEIL ADKIN 

(University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill) – JAN BAŽANT (Institute for Classical Studies, 

Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic, Prague) – JAN BOUZEK (Charles University, 

Prague) – JAN N. BREMMER (University of Groningen / New York University) – KATHLEEN 

M. COLEMAN (Harvard University) – SIEGMAR DÖPP (University of Göttingen) – HERMANN 

HARRAUER (University of Vienna) – STEPHEN HARRISON (Corpus Christi College, University 

of Oxford) – IRENE J. F. DE JONG (University of Amsterdam) – MARKÉTA KULHÁNKOVÁ 

(Masaryk University, Brno) – WALTER LAPINI (University of Genova) – GLENN W. MOST 

(Scuola Normale Superiore di Pisa / University of Chicago) – PAVEL OLIVA (Institute for 

Classical Studies, Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic, Prague) – JIŘÍ PAVLÍK 

(Charles University, Prague) – ROSARIO PINTAUDI (University of Messina) – ALAN 

SOMMERSTEIN (University of Nottingham) – EVA STEHLÍKOVÁ (Masaryk University, Brno) – 

DMITRY VL. TRUBOTCHKIN (Russian University of Theater Arts – GITIS, Moscow). The 

journal is abstracted in the Scopus as well as ERIH databases. 

 

We would be honoured if you consider contributing with an article to the anniversary issue of 

the journal. Please note that the deadline for submitting your paper is the end of August 2014. 

For manuscript submission guidelines and for further details, please visit the web page of the 

journal: http://www.ics.cas.cz/index.php/cs/casopisy/eirene. If you have any questions, do not 

hesitate to contact us via e-mail: eirene@ics.cas.cz. 

 

 

 

Yours sincerley, Petr Kitzler 

editor-in-chief 
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